Maria Bouton of Denver, Colorado is the recipient of a David H. Clift Scholarship, which consists of a cash award of $3000 to a worthy student to begin or further their library education at the graduate level. Ms. Bouton received her award at the final General Session, July 12, during the Annual Conference of the American Library Association in New York City, July 7 - 13, 1974.

Maria Bouton received her B.A. from Hastings College in Nebraska; and is working toward her Master's Degree in sociology at Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. She has been circulation supervisor and assistant to the public services librarian at Perkins Library, Hastings College. Her research interests in sociology and English have included Chicano and native American poetry (M.A. thesis), social change in race riots, and the social organization of social movements.

In stating her professional interests; she said "I am interested in working in a public services position (e.g., reference, social sciences) in an academic library, as I feel I will be most able to use my knowledge of and background and interest in the social sciences in a college or university setting, but I want to consider more fully library service (academic or public) to minorities and/or the socially disadvantaged in our society."

The David H. Clift Scholarship honors the late Executive Director Emeritus - more -
of the American Library Association, for his many "contributions
to this Association and library service in the United States."

Harla Bouton of Denver, Colorado is the recipient of a David H. Clift Scholarship, which consists of a cash award of $5000 to a worthy student to begin or further their library education at the graduate level. Ms. Bouton received her award at the final General Session, July 12, during the Annual Conference of the American Library Association in New York City, July 7 - 13, 1974.

Harla Bouton received her B.A. from Hastings College in Nebraska; and is working toward her Master's Degree in sociology at Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. She has been circulation supervisor and assistant to the public services librarian at Perkins Library, Hastings College. Her research interests in sociology and English have included Chicano and native American poetry (M.A. thesis), social change in race riots, and the social organization of social movements.

In stating her professional interests, she said: "I am interested in working in a public services position (e.g., reference, social sciences) in an academic library, as I feel I will be best able to use my knowledge of and background and interest in the social sciences in a college or university setting, but I want to consider more fully library service (academic or public) to minorities and/or the socially disadvantaged in our society."

The David H. Clift Scholarship honors the late Executive Director Director.